Everyone knows by now that diving in Kythnos is much more than just diving.
After a short and low cost trip, in less than 2 hours with the ferry from Lavrio, you reach a quiet typical
Cycladic island with countless hidden beauties and magnificent sea.
Dive in one of the most famous diving destinations in Greece.
Enjoy wonderful clear blue waters, where the visibility sometimes exceeds the imagination. Imprint
forever on your mind or camera the incredible colors and unique underwater seascapes. Combined with
the huge diversity and the numbers of fish that you will come across with, they will definitely make your
dives unforgettable. The experienced and friendly staff of Aqua Team are always at your disposal so that
you will always feel well taken care of...
Our premises in Loutra and the Aqua Dancer, our diving boat, have been specially adjusted so that you
are never bored or feel that something is missing. Our equipment is our pride and joy and you will
probably not find a better set. Your will breathe gases that are super-clean, produced by an ultramodern
filling and blending system.
Our comfortable premises with the friendly atmosphere will inspire you to stay with us as long as
possible. Loutra is a calm, typical fishing village for truly restful days and peaceful nights. However, it is
not short of bars or nice tavernas with amazing food in good prices. Within walking distance there are
thermal springs, the old bathhouse, beaches, adventure trails and many more...
For the summer season Aqua Team has prepared special offer-packages that will surely tempt
you, always trying to make Kythnos known and affordable to divers.
Whit Monday long weekend
Kythnos is the best destination for a short break!
This time every year we do our best and offer divers unique dives!
A 3-day break with 5 dives and accommodation for 3 nights starting from €230 or €170 for two nights
and 4 dives.
Don't worry if you fail to visit us on these dates.
Equally affordable packages are available for any weekend or 3-day-break which suits you.
Until the end of August you can enjoy the best prices for every weekend or 3-day-break that you choose.
Accommodation for 2 nights with 4 dives for €200 only!
3 nights with 4 dives for €240 only!
Until the end of October we have for you and your friends a super deal for pre-paid packages.
Super-affordable packages for any weekend or 3-day-break that you want.
During September and October you can enjoy even better prices, any weekend or 3-day- break that you
and your friends will choose.
4 dives for €120 only!
2 dives for €80 only!
Overnight accommodation from €40 per night (single or double room).
*For a minimum of 4 pax.
All divers can dive with 30-32% Safe Air (Nitrox) with an extra charge of €5.
Night dives are organised daily with an extra charge of €10, incl. Torch.
For our friends – Technical Diving enthusiasts
We organise 2-day packages with accommodation for 2 nights and 2 technical dives, from €200!
More information at the technical packages' special offers.
*Oxygen and Helium gases not included.
Please contact us for further information or if you want to prepare together with us the package that best
suits your needs.

